
 

TransSECS for an MQTT 
Server

Using Servers TransSECS to create 
an MQTT SECS/GEM Host Server



 

Installing TransSECS

Double click on the installer and click Next when 
prompted. Once installed, start the TransSECS Builder 
application (MIStudioSuite/TransSECS/Builder/TransSECS.exe)



The example GEMTool will be loaded when you start the 
TransSECS Builder

The tool interface 
defaults to running on 
port 5010 (HSMS) 

The tool interface 
defaults to running on 
port 5010 (HSMS) 

and Device ID 1and Device ID 1

The next steps in this tutorial will build this tool so 
that a simulator is built to test the host. These 
steps are not needed if you have a tool simulator 
already for testing.

The next steps in this tutorial will build this tool so 
that a simulator is built to test the host. These 
steps are not needed if you have a tool simulator 
already for testing.



Press the Hammer/Star button to build the project



When the "Compilation" popup closes the build is complete. 
This may take a minute or so.

When this build is complete the tool simulator will be built in 
the GEMTool project directory in the "GEMToolSimulator" 
folder. This simulator will be used later in this tutorial.

When this build is complete the tool simulator will be built in 
the GEMTool project directory in the "GEMToolSimulator" 
folder. This simulator will be used later in this tutorial.



Load the GEMHost Project Use the File "Open Project" 
menu to browse for the 
GEMHost project and open 
this project.

Use the File "Open Project" 
menu to browse for the 
GEMHost project and open 
this project.

The Projects subdirectory is 
located in the installation folder.

The Projects subdirectory is 
located in the installation folder.



GEMHost Project Loaded

The host defaults to 
connect to a tool on port 
5010 (HSMS) 

The host defaults to 
connect to a tool on port 
5010 (HSMS) 

and Device ID 1and Device ID 1

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 



GEMHost Setup

These VIDs correspond 
to the VIDs in the 
GEMTool.

These VIDs correspond 
to the VIDs in the 
GEMTool.

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

When the host receives a SECS message from 
the tool with any of these VIDs, the value of the 
data in the server will update.

When the host receives a SECS message from 
the tool with any of these VIDs, the value of the 
data in the server will update.



GEMHost Setup

Similarly, these are the 
CEIDs (events) defined 
in the tool.

Similarly, these are the 
CEIDs (events) defined 
in the tool.

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

The CEIDs allow event reports to be set up in the 
host, under the RPTIDs node.

The CEIDs allow event reports to be set up in the 
host, under the RPTIDs node.



GEMHost Setup

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

This GEMHost is designed to be used with the 
GEMTool for this demonstration. 

A few simple Host Commands have 
been defined for testing with the 
GEMTool which can be sent from the 
server.

A few simple Host Commands have 
been defined for testing with the 
GEMTool which can be sent from the 
server.



Build the GEMHost Project

Before building the project, select the 
deployment type. For this example, 
select "MQTT Server".

Before building the project, select the 
deployment type. For this example, 
select "MQTT Server".



Build the GEMHost Project
To start the MQTT Server build, press the 
hammer/star button on the menu bar.

To start the MQTT Server build, press the 
hammer/star button on the menu bar.

The build is underway when the 
Compilation popup appears. The build will 
be compete in a minute or two.

The build is underway when the 
Compilation popup appears. The build will 
be compete in a minute or two.



After the code is generated the server code for the tool will be 
in the Projects/GEMHost/MQTT directory.

Everything you need to run on Windows is in this 
directory. For Linux systems you will need install 
rxtxSerial on the system and make appropriate changes 
to the run.sh file.

You may need to edit the path to the jre in run.bat if you 
move the deployment location.

Everything you need to run on Windows is in this 
directory. For Linux systems you will need install 
rxtxSerial on the system and make appropriate changes 
to the run.sh file.

You may need to edit the path to the jre in run.bat if you 
move the deployment location.



After the code is generated the server code for the tool will be 
in the Projects/GEMHost/MQTT directory.

Before starting the new MQTT SECS/GEM Host, please 
exit TransSECS Builder to ensure that only one Host 
application is running. 

Before starting the new MQTT SECS/GEM Host, please 
exit TransSECS Builder to ensure that only one Host 
application is running. 



After the code is generated the server code for the tool will be 
in the Projects/GEMHost/MQTT directory.

Use the run.bat file to open a command shell and start the 
MQTT Server.

Use the run.bat file to open a command shell and start the 
MQTT Server.



Run the SECS/GEM Interface as a MQTT Server

When you run the generated 
run.bat, the host will be running as 
an MQTT server and attempting to 
connect to a tool on localhost Port 
5010 and Device ID 1.

When you run the generated 
run.bat, the host will be running as 
an MQTT server and attempting to 
connect to a tool on localhost Port 
5010 and Device ID 1.



Run the server with the run.bat file. 

After starting the MQTT Server, two 
text files which list the publish and 
subscribe tags will be generated for 
reference.

After starting the MQTT Server, two 
text files which list the publish and 
subscribe tags will be generated for 
reference.



Starting the Tool Simulator

The simulator for the GEMTool is in 
the GEMToolSimulator. If this 
directory does not exist, load the 
GEMTool into the TransSECS 
Builder and build the project.

The simulator for the GEMTool is in 
the GEMToolSimulator. If this 
directory does not exist, load the 
GEMTool into the TransSECS 
Builder and build the project.



Starting the Tool Simulator

When the tool simulator starts up, 
the GEMHost running as an MQTT 
Server will connect and set up and 
enable reports, events, and alarms.

When the tool simulator starts up, 
the GEMHost running as an MQTT 
Server will connect and set up and 
enable reports, events, and alarms.



MQTT Client Examples

Use your MQTT client to publish to tags in the host 
server. For example to send an S1F3 for svid 33008 (the 
VID Clock value) to the tool first publish "33008" to the 
tag gemhost/svidrequest/svid, then publish a boolean 
"true" (such as "1")  value to the  "sendmessage" for this 
message using tag gemhost/svidrequest/sendmessage.

Use your MQTT client to publish to tags in the host 
server. For example to send an S1F3 for svid 33008 (the 
VID Clock value) to the tool first publish "33008" to the 
tag gemhost/svidrequest/svid, then publish a boolean 
"true" (such as "1")  value to the  "sendmessage" for this 
message using tag gemhost/svidrequest/sendmessage.

All messages, including host commands, are sent 
using the "sendmessage" for the message from the 
list of published tags.

All messages, including host commands, are sent 
using the "sendmessage" for the message from the 
list of published tags.



MQTT Client Examples

The S1F3 message sent from the MQTT Server was  
received by the tool and a reply was sent with the 
current value of SVID 33008 (the GEM CLOCK value).

The S1F3 message sent from the MQTT Server was  
received by the tool and a reply was sent with the 
current value of SVID 33008 (the GEM CLOCK value).

S1F3 received 
from host

S1F3 received 
from host

S1F4 sent to hostS1F4 sent to host



MQTT Client Examples

Use your MQTT client to subscribe to tags in the host 
server. For example after sending the S1F3 message 
the list of VID values in the S1F4 can be subscribed to 
using the tag "gemhost/svidresponse/svidlist"

Use your MQTT client to subscribe to tags in the host 
server. For example after sending the S1F3 message 
the list of VID values in the S1F4 can be subscribed to 
using the tag "gemhost/svidresponse/svidlist"

The value returned for this subscribe is in JSON format 
(see the following notes for JSON list formats)

The value returned for this subscribe is in JSON format 
(see the following notes for JSON list formats)



Notes on Host MQTT Servers : Reports

For an MQTT host, reports and events are published as JSON 
format.

for example, a subscription to the report:

'gemhost/variables/rptid/rptid9'

may yield a response such as this:

Client mosqsub|8236-hidden received PUBLISH (d0, q0, r0, m0, 
'gemhost/variables/rptid/rptid9', ... (176 bytes)) { "RPTID9": 
[ {"GasFlow":"20.419", "type":44 },{"ProcessTemperature":"56.654", 
"type":44 },{"WaferCount":"1135", "type":54 } ], rptid:100, 
timestamp:"2019-02-12 14:47:55.321"}



Notes on Host MQTT Servers : Reports
Which is this format:

{"reportName":[

{"GasFlow":"1.2", "type":34},

{"AString":"Test", "type":20},

{"BinarValues":[5,6,7,8], "type":10},

{"WaferCount":"15", "type":54}

 ]  rptid=109 timestamp:"2019-02-12 14:29:13.306" }

The values are provided as valuename:value type:secsformattype



Notes on Host MQTT Servers: Events

Events are published as JSON; for example, the format for the 
requeset ('gemhost/variables/ceid/started'):

Client mosqsub|9161-hidden received PUBLISH (d0, q0, r0, m0, 
'gemhost/variables/ceid/started', ... (206 bytes)) { "STARTED": 
[ { "RPTID9": [ {"GasFlow":"17.406", "type":44 },
{"ProcessTemperature":"49.293", "type":44 },{"WaferCount":"1203", 
"type":54 } ], rptid:100} ], ceid:7501, timestamp:"2019-02-12 
14:53:35.330"}



Notes on Host MQTT Servers: Events

 Reports are provided as an array so that there can be multiple:

{ "STARTED": [  

 { "RPTID9": [ {"GasFlow":"17.406", "type":44 },
{"ProcessTemperature":"49.293", "type":44 },{"WaferCount":"1203", 
"type":54 }] , rptid:101} ,

 { "RPTID10": [ {"ControlState":"5", "type":54 } ], rptid:101} 

], ceid:7501, timestamp:"2019-02-12 14:53:35.330"}

Where "STARTED" is the CEID name. The list is the list of reports 
associated with the CEID.



That’s it.

The GEMHost interface is not complete. More code must back the 
MQTT client and more messages may be added to the GEMHost, 
but this simple example should get you going. You will need to 
handle host command replies in the client application. You can also 
set up simple automatic recipe handling, or add recipe messages to 
the GEMHost and handle these replies in your client application.
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